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The theory of belief functions, also referred to as evidence theory or Dempster–Shafer theory (DST), is a generalized scheme for expressing uncertainty. Unlike classical probability theory, DST uses a ...
New Study Proposes Quantum Belief Function, Achieves Exponential Time Acceleration
In a paper in Nature Chemistry, chemical engineers in the School of Basic Sciences at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland, investigate another number that must be reported ...
Community comes together to predict oxidation state of complex materials
Fundamentally, a good theory paper contains the same elements as any good paper in ... As with any paper, but particularly so for computation papers, the essentials must be presented in an ...
The practice of theoretical neuroscience
One element of the special richness that number theory, in particular ... and the most applied technology of computation. It also unifies them, the pure and the applied, making each goad the other on.
Number Theory and its Connections to Geometry and Analysis
In the second half of the 1940s a four-part revolution took place in information theory (Claude Shannon ... we have reached a planetary scale of computation. According to the media and design ...
On the age of computation in the epoch of humankind
What are the units of computation and how is information represented at the neural level? An important part of the answers to these questions is that individual elements of information are encoded ...
Information processing with population codes
These entanglements change what it means to interact with governance, and shift what elements of our identity are knowable ... This work should be read by anyone interested in how computation is ...
Monitoring Laws
This is a physical implementation version of reservoir computing, which is a learning method derived from recurrent neural network (RNN)*2) theory. It implements computation by regarding the ...
Vortex, the key to information processing capability: Virtual physical reservoir computing
As AI and robotics are shaping the future of business, B-schools are making space for them in their curriculum to equip tomorrow’s managers.
Essential lessons for tomorrow’s business
An even more powerful idea is to integrate computation directly with each bit ... consuming under a hundred milliwatts while recognising moving elements from visual scenes in real time.
The future of processors, part 1: Architectures
This book is the first comprehensive treatment of modern quantum measurement and measurement-based quantum control, which are vital elements for realizing quantum ... with attention to how the theory ...
Quantum Measurement and Control
Consistent with the AMP's report, the evolution of manufacturing technology has arguably been most importantly dependent on the application of increasingly powerful and low-cost computation in ...
Dear Colleague Letter: Cybermanufacturing Systems
4 Center for Theory of Quantum Matter, University of Colorado ... 8 CAS Center for Excellence in Topological Quantum Computation, Beijing, China. See allHide authors and affiliations We present a ...
Topological states from topological crystals
At Algorand, Silvio oversees all research, including theory, security and crypto finance related to ... which was one of the foundations for distributed computation. Then after a few decades in ...
Algorand Founder Silvio Micali Breaks Down How To Construct A Fast And Secure Blockchain In A World Full Of Adversaries
It is proved that kit is a permanent resident of Australia, so the Australian taxation law is applicable for him. Kit is considered as the Australian tax consideration though is an American employee.
HI6028 Taxation Theory Practice And Law
The team cleverly adopted elements of game play into the chip design challenge, resulting in conceptions that were utterly “strange and alien” to human designers, but nevertheless worked beautifully.
A Google AI Designed a Computer Chip as Well as a Human Engineer—But Much Faster
Since joining the motorsport racing team in 2014, Hackland has been putting that theory into practice ... the stuff we’re doing around data and computation, we’re just not ready yet.
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